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Abstract

   This document describes IPv6 neighbor cache update methods from
   external nodes. In current communication environments, using status
   of IP addresses is frequently changed by several operations, such
   as disconnecting / connecting nodes to networks at mobile
   environments, suspending / hibernating / resuming nodes, and
   consuming large number of IP addresses dynamically when ephemeral
   address [Ephemeral] function is enabled.

   When using status of an IP address is changed from "Used" to "Not
   Used", its related used resources such as neighbor cache entry
   should be deleted cooperatively from security enhancement viewpoint
   and efficient resource management viewpoint.

   [RFC4861] defines neighbor discovery methods and describes how to
   manage neighbor cache entries by neighbor discovery messages.
   However, [RFC4861] does not define quick and clear neighbor cache
   update (delete) functions.

   In order to meet above request, this document proposes two types of
   IPv6 neighbor cache update (delete) methods from external nodes.
   One is a heuristic type method that does NOT require neighbor
   discovery message extensions. The other is an explicit type method
   that requires small neighbor discovery message extensions.

1. Introduction

   In current communication environments, using status of IP addresses
   is frequently changed (from "Used" to "Not Used") by several
   operations, such as disconnecting / connecting nodes to networks at
   mobile environments, suspending / hibernating / resuming nodes, and
   consuming large number of IP addresses dynamically when ephemeral
   address [Ephemeral] function is enabled.

   When using status of an IP address is changed from "Used" to "Not
   Used", its related used resources such as neighbor cache entry
   should be deleted cooperatively from security enhancement viewpoint
   and efficient resource management viewpoint. (This also follows the
   manner "Leave everything neat and tidy when you go behind you".)

   [RFC4861] defines neighbor discovery methods and describes how to
   manage neighbor cache entries by neighbor discovery messages.
   However, [RFC4861] does not define quick and clear neighbor cache
   update (delete) functions.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4861
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4861
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   In order to meet above request, this document proposes two types of
   IPv6 neighbor cache update (delete) methods from external nodes.

2. Problems on IPv6 Neighbor Cache Entry State Aging

   By following the [RFC4861] definition, typical neighbor cache entry
   state aging procedures can be shown in Fig. 1.

   Fig.1 shows a case of an Edge Router's neighbor cache entry state
   aging.

               Edge Router          Client Node
                    |                    |
        NC State    |                    |
        ~~~~~~~~    |<-------Main--------|
                    |<---Communication---|
     ---------------|=NS================>|
       INCOMPLETE   |                    |
     ---------------|<================NA=|
                    |--------Main------->|
        REACHABLE   |----Communication-->|
                    |                    |
                    |                    |
                    |                    |==================
     ---------------|                    | Session finished
                    |                    |
            STALE   |                    |
              .     |                    |
              .     |                    |
              .     |                    |
              .     |                    |
                    |                    |

           Fig. 1 Overview of Neighbor Cache Entry State Aging

   When the Client Node finishes a communication session that uses an
   IP address and releases the IP address, status of the IP address is
   changed from "Used" to "Not Used" and state of the corresponding
   neighbor cache entry on the Edge Router reaches STALE state.

   The STALE state is also aged by the timer. However, compared to the
   other states, the STALE state continues for a long time (typically
   one day). When the Edge Router issues a packet which looks up this
   neighbor cache entry, its state is proceeded to next state (DELAY).

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4861
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   If the IP address is released and the status of it is "Not Used",
   this action is never taken, and the neighbor cache entry on the
   Edge Router stays at the STALE state for a long time and is not
   deleted.

   In current communication environments, using status of IP addresses
   is changed (from "Used" to "Not Used") frequently. It becomes a
   problem that the corresponding neighbor cache entry is not deleted
   cooperatively.

3.   Neighbor Cache Update (Delete) Methods

   In order to meet above request, this document proposes two types of
   IPv6 neighbor cache update (delete) methods from external nodes.
   One is a heuristic type method that does NOT require neighbor
   discovery message extensions. The other is an explicit type method
   that requires small neighbor discovery message extensions.

3.1  Heuristic Type Neighbor Cache Update (Delete) Method

   Fig. 2 shows abstract of a heuristic type neighbor cache update
   method. A simple method to delete a neighbor cache entry is to
   proceed the entry's state from the STALE to the DELAY. After the
   DELAY state is finished, it enters the PROBE state. After the PROBE
   state is finished, the neighbor cache entry is deleted.

   In order to proceed the entry's state from the STALE to the DELAY
   from a external node (Client Node), Client Node issues a special
   packet that requires to issue a packet which looks up this neighbor
   cache entry.

   We can use any types of packet for this special packet if it
   satisfies the above conditions. In this case, an NS (Neighbor
   Solicitation) message is chosen. In order to look up the target
   neighbor cache entry at the Edge Router, source (target) address of
   the NS is set to the released (Not Used) IP address.

   This method does not require neighbor discovery message extensions.
   Only by issuing a special NS message from Client Node when an
   address is released, the corresponding target neighbor cache entry
   is deleted.
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               Edge Router          Client Node
                    |                    |
        NC State    |                    |
        ~~~~~~~~    |<-------Main--------|
                    |<---Communication---|
     ==============-|=NS================>|
       INCOMPLETE   |                    |
     ---------------|<================NA=|
                    |--------Main------->|
        REACHABLE   |----Communication-->|
                    |                    |==================
                    |                    | Session is finished:
                    |                    | IP Address is Released
                    |                    |  [Used -> Not Used]
                    |                    |
     ---------------|<..............u-NA-|  NC Update is Started!
                    |                    |
            STALE   |<-**************-NS-| (Src= Not Used IP Addr)
                    |                    |
     ---------------|-NA-**************->| (Reached but Ignored)
            DELAY   |                    |
     ---------------|=NS================>|
                    |                    |
            PROBE   |=NS================>|
                    |                    |
                    |=NS================>|
     ==============-|                    |
         (deleted)

       Fig. 2 Heuristic Type Neighbor Cache Update (Delete) Method

3.2  Explicit Type Neighbor Cache Update (Delete) Method

   Fig. 3 shows abstract of a explicit type neighbor cache update
   method. In order to delete the target neighbor cache entry, NA
   (Neighbor Advertisement) message format is extended.

   Fig. 4 shows an extended NA message format. Two flags are newly
   introduced. One is D flag to order to delete a target neighbor
   cache entry. If the state of the target entry stays at the
   REACHABLE state, the delete operation ordered by the D flag is not
   executed.  The other is F flag to force to execute delete operation
   ordered by the D flag. The target entry is deleted at wherever the
   state of it stays. Only when D flag is set, F flag is considered.
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               Edge Router          Client Node
                    |                    |
        NC State    |                    |
        ~~~~~~~~    |<-------Main--------|
                    |<---Communication---|
     ==============-|=NS================>|
       INCOMPLETE   |                    |
     ---------------|<================NA=|
                    |--------Main------->|
        REACHABLE   |----Communication-->|
                    |                    |==================
                    |                    | Session is finished:
                    |                    | IP Address is Released
                    |                    |  [Used -> Not Used]
                    |                    |
     ---------------|<..............u-NA-|  NC Update is Started!
                    |                    |
            STALE   |<-##############-NA-|  Extended NA
                    |                    |
     ==============-|                    |
         (deleted)

       Fig. 3 Explicit Type Neighbor Cache Update (Delete) Method

     0                   1                   2                   3
     0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |R|S|O|D|F|                 Reserved                            |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |                                                               |
    +                                                               +
    |                                                               |
    +                       Target Address                          +
    |                                                               |
    +                                                               +
    |                                                               |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |   Options ...
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-

    D: Delete flag.
    F: Force Delete flag.

       Fig. 4 Extended NA (Neighbor Advertisement) Message Format
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3.3  Combined Type Neighbor Cache Update (Delete) Method

   It is possible to design (Heuristic and Explicit) Combined type
   neighbor cache update method. Fig. 5 shows it.

   It is designed that unknown extended messages is ignored in
   [RFC4861]. When a node who does not understand NA extension
   receives the extended NA message for neighbor cache update, the
   message is ignored and the target neighbor cache entry is not
   deleted.

   Even if the entry is not deleted by the explicit method, the entry
   is deleted by the following heuristic method.

               Edge Router          Client Node
                    |                    |
        NC State    |                    |
        ~~~~~~~~    |<-------Main--------|
                    |<---Communication---|
     ==============-|=NS================>|
       INCOMPLETE   |                    |
     ---------------|<================NA=|
                    |--------Main------->|
        REACHABLE   |----Communication-->|
                    |                    |==================
                    |                    | Session is finished:
                    |                    | IP Address is Released
                    |                    |  [Used -> Not Used]
                    |                    |
     ---------------|<..............u-NA-|  NC Update is Started!
                    |                    |
            STALE   |<-##############-NA-|  Extended NA
         (deleted?) |                    |
                    |<-**************-NS-| (Src= Not Used IP Addr)
                    |                    |
     ---------------|-NA-**************->| (Reached but Ignored)
            DELAY   |                    |
     ---------------|=NS================>|
                    |                    |
            PROBE   |=NS================>|
                    |                    |
                    |=NS================>|
     ==============-|                    |
         (deleted)

       Fig. 5 Combined Type Neighbor Cache Update (Delete) Method

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4861
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4. Security Considerations

   Security Considerations of Neighbor Discovery [RFC4861] can also be
   applied to Neighbor Cache Update. Additional security enhancement
   features are provides in the Neighbor Cache Update methods, because
   they can provide unnecessary neighbor cache entry deleting
   functions.

5. IANA Considerations

   This document has no actions for IANA.

Appendix A. Implementations

   The neighbor cache updated specification has been implemented under
   the following environments, and its basic functionalities have been
   verified

     OS:   FreeBSD6.2R (32bit / 64bit)
     CPU:  i386 / amd64
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